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1 What this policy is about and why we need it. 
 
This policy sets out the Acis Group’s approach in the delivery of the repairs 
service, ensuring homes are safe, secure, well maintained and compliant with 
appropriate legislation and the requirements of the housing regulator.  
  
Acis Group manage the repairs and maintenance to social housing properties 
across Lincolnshire, South Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire. This 
policy will provide clarity on the services provided and how the organisation 
meets statutory and regulatory compliance. 
 
2 Who does this policy apply to? 
 
This policy applies to all our customers where there is a landlord and/or legal 
repair obligation.
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3 Our policy 
 
 
The policy defines our repair service for managed housing, communal areas 
including fire doors, estates where we have adopted repairs responsibility and 
garages. 
 
We will offer our customers a modern, flexible repairs service that is 
responsive and driven by customer demand. 
 
Our policy aims are: 
 

• To clearly define and give clarity on the delivery of our repairs service 

• That repairs are carried out quickly within a timeframe convenient for 
the customer  

• To ensure repairs are value for money  

• That our repairs and maintenance activities are to the satisfaction of 
the customer in terms of quality and time to complete a repair 

• To comply with legislation and regulatory obligations 
 

3.1 Service Delivery 
3.1.1. Reporting  
 
We will provide a repairs service that is available 24 hours a day 365 days a 
year.   
 
Our engineers will be available for appointments between 8am and 8pm, 7 
days a week with the out of hours service being available for emergencies 
outside of this time.  
 
Customers will be able to report repairs by MyAcis portal, Acis Group website, 
email, text message and telephone or via one of our employees. 
 
Customers reporting emergency repairs must call us to report any emergency 
repairs by telephone on 0800 027 2057. 
 
Any suspected gas leaks must be reported in the first instance to National 
Grid Gas Emergencies on 0800 111 999. 

 
3.1.2. Appointing Responsive Repairs 

 
For all repairs reported by customers, we will diagnose the repair and make 
an appointment to complete the repair at a time that is convenient for the 
customer.  

 
All emergency repairs will be attended within 24 hours and customers are 
expected to be home during this period to allow access. 
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If we fail to keep an arranged appointment in all cases except emergencies, 
without providing 24 hours’ notice, the customer will be entitled to claim 
compensation in accordance with the Customer Feedback Policy. 

 
3.1.3. Prior Contact  

 
Communication with customers will be by MyAcis portal, email, text, 
telephone or letter to either remind them of an appointment or to advise of any 
delays. 
Where repairs are programmed, we will contact the customer throughout the 
life of the repair with updates. 
 
3.1.4. No access 
 
Access will be arranged with the customer directly by our engineer on 
emergency and appointed repairs.  
 
Where a customer fails to make contact to rearrange the appointment 
following 3 attempts to gain access by us or designated contractor, the works 
will be cancelled unless the repair is deemed a health and safety concern, 
where our neighbourhoods team will contact the customer.  
 
3.1.5. Service Definitions 
Repairs are categorised as reactive and programmed, within this section and 
appendix 1 the policy sets out the classifications of these repairs.   
 
Reactive repairs 

Responsive repair definitions 
Emergency repairs (attend within 24hr) are defined as: 
Any defect that puts the health and safety or security of the tenant, or a 
third party, at immediate risk; or that affects the structure of the building 
adversely. 
 
Appointed repairs defined as: 
Any defect that can be deferred without serious discomfort, 
inconvenience, or nuisance to a tenant or a third party and can wait the 
next convenient maintenance visit at a time convenient for the 
customer. 

 
Reactive repairs will be completed in an average of 10 working days. 

 
Both the customer’s and our responsibilities are outlined within appendix 2. 
 
Programmed Repair  
We aim to carry out repairs in the most efficient way possible and some will 
be grouped by area and/or type and undertaken on a programmed basis. This 
may typically include works such as fencing and gates, pathways and paving, 
roofing and where homes have multiple repairs that can be grouped together. 
Customers will be advised of timescales for programmed works and kept up 
to date on them.  
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Planned Maintenance 
Planned Maintenance/capital improvements are not included within this policy. 
Where economically advantageous some repairs may be undertaken to 
prolong the life of an asset, such as kitchens, bathrooms, doors and windows 
and heating systems until the replacement date within the asset strategic 
plan. 

 
3.1.6. The Right to Repair  
Acis Group publish guidance on the tenants’ Right to Repair. Customers have 
a right to repair under the Secure Tenants of Local Housing Authorities (Right 
to Repair) Regulations 1994. 
 
3.1.7. Rechargeable Repairs 
Where a customer or someone they are living with in the property or visiting, 
has not looked after the property, have misused it or damaged it (even if the 
customer or someone else have caused the damage by accident) the 
customer will be responsible for the cost of repairs or replacement. This will 
also include any common areas and equipment provided, for example solar 
panels provided by us. The customer will also be charged an administration 
fee for issuing the rechargeable repair. 

 
Where a customer’s responsibility has been identified, we will record the 
details and will seek to confirm that the repair has been completed to a 
satisfactory standard. If the customer does not rectify the issue, we will 
undertake the repair and recharge the customer the full cost of the work. 

 
The customer’s responsibility for any rechargeable repairs will be identified at 
the point of diagnosis where possible or at the initial inspection and their 
liability will be confirmed to them.  Work undertaken on behalf of the customer 
will be agreed and notified in advance of the commencement of works. 
 
We will operate a system of fixed price charging for repairs which are the 
customer’s responsibility. The price will be quoted in advance of any work 
being ordered and may be subject to advance payment.  In certain 
circumstances an arrangement for payment of rechargeable repairs will be 
entered into, whereby the customer is able to make payments over an agreed 
period of time. 

 
3.1.8. Aids and Adaptations 
 
We will undertake repairs to existing adaptations in line with the service 
standard within appendix 1. All other aids and adaption work will be included 
within the Acis Group Aids and Adaptations Policy. 
 
 
3.1.9.  Repairs To Common Areas/Leasehold Properties  

 
Repairs to common areas will be undertaken on either a responsive or a 
programmed repair basis, in line with the repair service standard within 
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appendix 1. Reactive repairs will be carried out within an average of 10 
working days, while all other repairs will be scheduled as a programmed 
repair to achieve economies of scale and operational efficiency.  
 
The customer reporting the repair will be updated on programmed repairs 
throughout the life of the repair. 
 
3.1.10. Boundary Works 
 
Where a tenancy agreement does include our responsibility for the boundary 
structure, we will carry out repairs in line with that agreement. In all other 
cases except for health and safety issues, the customer is responsible for any 
boundary structure (such as wall or fence) where we do not have a legal 
obligation to provide one. 
 
An assessment will be carried out when a repair is reported where it is not 
feasible to repair the fence, in this instance we will attend and make safe. This 
may include removal, but not necessarily replacement. Any replacements will 
be undertaken by batching into planned maintenance programmes, ensuring 
efficient delivery/VFM and keeping customers informed.  
 
3.1.11. Right to Buy 
If a Right to Buy (or equivalent) application is received by us, properties will 
be flagged, and repairs will be limited to our obligation to carry out wind and 
watertight repairs and maintain essential services as outlined in Section 11 of 
the Landlord and Tenancy Act 1985.  
 
We will also meet our obligation to carry out gas servicing on an annual basis 
until the date on which the Right to Buy is concluded. 
  
4. How we will monitor this policy 
 
We will monitor this policy by… 
 
4.1 Performance monitoring 
We are committed to providing a repairs service that continues to provide high 
levels of customer satisfaction. Through our performance management 
framework, the effectiveness of this policy will be monitored using the 
following performance indicators: 

 

• Percentage of customers satisfied with the quality a repair 

• Percentage of customers satisfied with the time taken to complete 
a repair 

• The average number of days to complete a repair 

• Percentage of emergency repairs completed on time 

• The average cost of a repair 
 

The repairs performance will be presented to the Operations Committee, Acis 
Group Board and the ‘Customer Voice Panel’.  
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4.2 Policy review 
 
We will review this policy after 3 years or where there has been a change in 
other policies or legislation which may require change of content. 
 
5. Links to other policies, legislation and/or regulations 
 
Policies, legislation and/or regulation that links to this Policy are listed below: 
 
Policies 
Gas & Heating Safety Management Policy 
Equality Diversity and Inclusion Policy  
Customer Feedback Policy  
Neighbourhood and Estate Management Policy 
Electrical Safety Policy  
Asbestos Management Policy & Plan  
Aids & Adaptations Policy  
 
Legislation 
Building Safety Bill 2021 
Fire Safety Act 2021 
Data Protection Act 2018 
Equality Act 2010 
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 
The Electricity at Work Act 1989 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 
Homes (Fitness for Human Habitation) Act 2018 
Occupiers Liability Act 1984 
The Landlord & Tenant Act 1985 
Housing Act 2004 – Housing Health & Safety Ratings System 
Building Act 1984 
Energy Act 2011 
Defective Premises Act 1972 
 
Regulations 
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 
The Electrical Safety Standards in the Private Rented Sector (England) 
Regulations 2020 
Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 
Control of Asbestos at Work Regulations 2002 
Control of Asbestos Regulations 2006 (CAR 2006) 
The Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm (England) Regulations 2015 (private 
rented properties) 
Building Regulations Approved Documents 
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
 
6. When this policy will be reviewed 
 
This policy will be reviewed every three years or where there has been an 
legislative change, incident or service change that influences this policy. 
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7. Jargon buster 
  

Reference Definition 

Emergency repair Any defect that puts the health and 
safety or security of the tenant, or a 
third party, at immediate risk; or that 
affects the structure of the building 
adversely. 

Appointed repair Any defect that can be deferred without 
serious discomfort, inconvenience, or 
nuisance to a tenant or a third party 
and can wait the next convenient 
maintenance visit at a time convenient 
for the customer.  
 

Programmed repair 
  

Programmed delivery of larger scale 
repairs, maintenance where the 
batching of repairs achieve economies 
of scale. 
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8. Appendices 
 
APPENDIX 1 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE 
 
Responsive Repair Definitions 
 
Emergency repairs (attend within 24hr) are defined as: 
Any defect that puts the health and safety or security of the tenant, or a third 
party, at immediate risk; or that affects the structure of the building adversely. 
 
Appointed repairs defined as: 
Any defect that can be deferred without serious discomfort, inconvenience, or 
nuisance to a tenant or a third party and can wait the next convenient 
maintenance visit at a time convenient for the customer.  
 
Emergency and appointed repairs are to be completed within an average of 
10 working days. 
 
Programmed repair defined as: 
Programmed delivery of larger scale repairs and maintenance including some 
capital replacements or where the batching of repairs becomes 
economically/operationally advantageous. This may include grouping repairs 
by property or repair type with an agreed start and completion date. 
 
Planned Maintenance defined as: 
The replacement of key building components that have reached the end of 
their remaining life, including heating systems, kitchens, bathrooms, roofing 
and rooflines, doors and windows. 
 
Common Area repairs are defined as: 
Repairs to areas that facilitate access to and from properties where Acis 
Group have repairs responsibility.  
Defects that put the health and safety or security of the tenant, or a third party, 
at immediate risk; or that affects the structure of the building adversely, will be 
treated as an emergency repair. 
 
REPAIR COMPLETION TIMES    
 
EMERGENCY REPAIRS – ATTENDANCE WITHIN 24 HOURS 
 
The aim of an emergency repair is to attend and make safe and to avoid a 
serious health and safety risk or to prevent serious structural damage to the 
property. 
 
If further works are required to complete the repair, then the job will be 
closed and a new job raised with an appointment at the convenience of the 
customer. 
Examples of emergency repairs are:  
 

• Dangerous structural faults  
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• Making safe after fire, flood, lightning or storm damage works  

• Blocked main foul water drains or only toilet within the property 
(where Acis Group has responsibility) 

• Making the property secure  

• Total loss of electric power 

• Water leaks that need isolating at the main stop tap 

• Partial loss of water 

• Burst water main 

• Partial loss of electrical circuits 

• Faults to lighting in bathrooms (excluding failed light bulbs) as above 

• Blocked flue (where only form of heating) 

• Partially blocked main foul drain (where Acis Group has 
responsibility) 

• Blocked soil pipe or sole WC 

• Heating or hot water loss during period 1st November to 30th April up 
to 8 pm 

• Failure of lift/stair lift 

• Total failure of carbon monoxide or smoke detector systems 

• Offensive or racist graffiti 

• Insecure external door, lock or ground floor window 

• Faulty garage lock – if car locked in garage 

• Faulty shower – if only form of bathing within the property 

• Broken or loose banister rail where this causes a health and safety 
risk  

• Rectify gas leak (customer must report to the national grid 
emergency line 0800 111 999).   

 
APPOINTED REPAIR 
 

• Blocked or leaking foul drain, soil stack, or (where there is no other 
working toilet in the dwelling-house) toilet pan 

• Leaking from water or heating pipe, tank or cistern 

• Rotten timber flooring or stair tread 

• Door entry phone not working 

• Total or partial loss of gas supply 

• Tap which cannot be turned 

• Minor plumbing leaks 

• Heating fault or breakdown during period 1st May to 31st October – 
vulnerabilities will be considered when prioritising works 

• Hot water faults during period 1st May to 31st October – vulnerabilities 
will be considered when prioritising works 

• Blocked gulley, sink, basin or second WC 

• Minor electrical faults – lighting and electrical circuits 

• Mechanical extractor fan in internal kitchen or bathroom not working 

• Faulty communal TV aerial 

• Partial loss of water supply 

• Door/lock fault to garage 

• Leaking roof – where repair can be completed from a ladder 
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• Intermittent carbon monoxide or smoke detector fault 

• Insecure external lock or window above ground floor 

• Damage to stair treads, handrails, or bannisters 

• Repairs to external walls, doors, and windows 

• Repairs to boundary walls, fences, paths, and steps – where minor 
repairs only are required 

• Minor plaster patching and filling 

• Dripping or leaking taps or shower units 

• Defective cistern or overflow 

• Containable plumbing leaks and defects 

• Minor repairs to tiling to kitchen and bathroom walls 

• Condensation problems 

• General roof repairs, including chimneys, slates, or tiles where work 
can be carried out using a ladder safe system 

• Faulty shower, if there is alternative bathing is available 

• Faulty extractor fan – kitchen or bathroom 

• Defective flooring 

• Garage roof minor leak 

• Non offensive graffiti 
 

PROGRAMMED REPAIR  
 

• Large scale roof repairs, including chimneys, slates, or tiles where a 
scaffold is required 

• Renewal of doors and windows 

• Renewal of fire doors 

• Large scale repairs to internal walls, floors, ceilings, or doors 

• Extensive drive, paths and paving works 

• Extensive drainage works such as soakaways and renewal of drains 

• Repairs to drains, gutters or external pipes 

• Large scale plasterworks 

• Complex multiple repairs within one property, block or common area 

• Structural repairs 

• External common area repairs including boundaries and gates 
 

PLANNED MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME 

• Fire Risk Assessment repairs  

• Kitchen and bathroom renewals 

• Major or full roof renewals 

• Fencing renewal 

• Full windows, door and porches renewal 

• External Repairs and Painting programmes 
 
 
Planned maintenance programme 
 
In addition to major improvement works centred on component replacement, 
we will plan some maintenance to maximise efficiency.  
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Customers will be informed if any repair requests will be met by way of a 
planned maintenance programme and receive a minimum of 14 days’ notice 
before works are due to commence. 
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APPENDIX 2 – CUSTOMER & ACIS GROUP RESPONSIBILITIES  
 
Customer responsibilities 
 
Customers are responsible for the following repairs or replacements: 

• Pest control/removal including but not limited to insects (fleas, 
cockroaches’, bees, wasps, bed bugs, ants), rodents 
(rats/mice/moles/squirrels), nesting birds and bats etc. 

• Repairing damage caused by the customer, family, visitors to the 
property or pets 

• Repairing damage caused by any workman the customer has 
engaged to do work on the customer’s behalf 

• Glass in windowpanes and doors  

• Door numbers 

• Sink and bath plugs and chains 

• Toilet seats 

• To fill any minor plaster cracks or holes 

• Fire grates and ash pans if the fire has been installed by the 
customer 

• Light bulbs, LED units, fluorescent tubes and starters 

• Fuses and batteries for the customer’s smoke, heat and carbon 
monoxide alarms / detectors (where provided) 

• Refuse bins and recycling boxes if lost, stolen or damaged 

• Sweep chimneys where required, unless the chimney is used in 
conjunction with appliances installed by us 

• Unblock waste pipes, gutters and drain gullies (except where the 
blockage occurs within common areas) 

• Damage caused by leaks from the customer’s own appliances, such 
as washing machines and dishwashers 

• Electrical plugs and fuses to the customer’s own appliances 

• Any sheds, garages, outbuildings which have not been constructed 
and adopted by the Acis Group 

• Any pathway, patio, paved area or hard standing that the customer 
has put in or not served by us 

• Any water butts, compost bins, washing lines or rotary driers 

• Any other gifted items as notified by us 

• The cost and replacement of damaged, lost or stolen keys and door 
entry fobs 

• Replacing any fixtures or fittings provided by Acis Group which the 
customer has removed 

• Decoration 
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Acis Group Responsibilities 
 
We will keep in good repair the structure and the exterior of the customer’s 
home. This will include: 

• The roof, external walls and doors 

• Window frames including catches and windowsills (but not the glass, 
unless the damage to glass results from our own failure to keep the 
property in repair) 

• Chimneys, chimney stacks and flues 

• Chimney sweeping where the chimney is used in conjunction with an 
appliance installed by us 

• Access to the customer’s home constructed by us such as paths and 
steps leading to front, round the perimeter and back entrances 

• Garage, sheds and outbuildings that have been constructed or 
provided by us 

• Drains, gutters and external pipes (where they are not shared) 

• Internal walls (but not including minor plaster cracks) 

• Floors and ceilings (not including floor coverings) 

• Doors including frames and hinges 

• Skirting boards 
 


